


Blockchain Association Singapore (BAS) 

seeks to empower its members to leverage 

blockchain for business growth and 

transformation. It aims to build a strong talent 

pipeline for the digital economy in Singapore.

The SUSS Node for Inclusive Fintech 

(NiFT) serves to deliver high-quality 

research, public education, and policy 

advocacy for inclusivity in the Financial 

Technology sector for the benefit of society.

Coinhako is a renowned crypto 

exchange to buy cryptocurrencies 

in Singapore. Over the years, it 

has worked towards its vision of 

enabling access to the crypto-

economy across Asia.

Onchain Custodian (ONC) offers a 

global, standardized, resilient, 

insured and compliant custody 

service for the safekeeping of 

institutional digital asset investments 

with incomparable user experience. 

ParityBit is a fast-growing high-

tech company, focusing on data 

and artificial intelligence. It 

aspires to be the enabler and 

operator of 'The Internet of Data 

and Computing'.

With deep experiences in ZKP 

algorithm research and engineering, 

Semisand is one of the few teams 

that can develop new ZKP 

algorithms and perform in-depth 

ZKP algorithm optimizations.

Beosin is a leading global blockchain security 

company providing integrated products and 

services including Smart Contract Audit, 

KYT&KYC, Crypto Tracing, Blockchain Risk 

Monitoring & Alert.

FOMO Pay is a leading fintech 

company founded in Singapore, 

providing a one-stop digital 

payment solutions to accept a 

comprehensive suite of payment 

methods in emerging markets.

The Asian Institute of Digital Finance (AIDF) 

is a university-level institute in NUS, jointly 

founded by The Monetary Authority of 

Singapore (MAS), the National Research 

Foundation (NRF).



Focus on the interests of Singapore, raise blockchain enterprises’ 

security awareness, and assist the Web3 Chinese community in 

integrating into Singapore’s business ecosystem.

以新加坡利益为主，提高区块链企业安全意识，协助Web3中文社区
融入新加坡商界文化。
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Attack Prevention
Release security alerts, 

monthly report and annual 
report on blockchain security

Technology Development 
Conduct collaborations of 

blockchain security 
technology with research 

institutions

Incident Research
Jointly monitor and analyze 

security incidents
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Industry Standards
Develop industry standards 
and codes of conduct for 

blockchain security

Talent Incubation
Joint training with universities to 

increase local talent supply
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Public Education
Hold regular seminars and 

forums on blockchain technology 
with local communities

Annual Conference
Organize global blockchain security 

summit annually to discuss new 
technologies and challenges
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Member Meeting

discuss or vote on the 
constitution of the Alliance

Establishment of 

Industry Standards 

Make suggestions on 

industry standards of 
blockchain security

Joint Research

Participate in relevant 

scientific research 
projects with partners

Training Course
Join in the trainings on 
blockchain technology 

provided by the Alliance

Commercialization

Assist academia in 

transforming from research 

achievements to real-life use 
case

Industry Network

Enhance 

communications with the 

industry through the 
Alliance

Offline Conference

Attend conferences 

organized by the Alliance 
at discounted prices

Resource Sharing

Access to Alliance's 

resources, such as research 
data and supplier discounts.



To apply for membership in the Alliance, the following requirements must 

be met:

1. Support the constitution of the Alliance and abide by its agreements;

2. Willingness to take the initiative to join the alliance;

3. Willing to contribute to the ecological development of blockchain security;

4. Have certain influence in the related sectors of the blockchain ecosystem.


